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Abstract. In 2022, several companies in Shenzhen encouraged their employees 
to“voluntarily” cut their salaries to cope with the operational difficulties, which 
caused general anxiety among employees. In order to explore how to avoid the 
involution of "bidding for salary cut" and protect the overall treatment and em-
ployment environment of employees, this paper analyzes the case of "voluntary 
salary cut" from the perspectives of one-time game, limited repeated game and 
infinite repeated game based on the repeated game model. The conclusion shows 
that when employees pay full attention to safeguarding the long-term interests of 
the overall employment treatment, they can achieve a cooperative situation in 
which all employees do not reduce their salaries. Based on this result, this paper 
puts forward some simple suggestions for enterprise employees and enterprise 
decision makers. 
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1 Introduction 

In 2022, the operating pressure of small and medium-sized enterprises has generally 
increased due to the epidemic. In order to reduce management and labor costs, Guang-
zhou Duoyi Network Co., a firm in Shenzhen encourage employees to "voluntarily re-
duce their wages": It require employees who are willing to reduce their wages to fill in 
a commitment letter and submit it separately, thus reducing the operating burden of 
enterprises. This has caused widespread anxiety among employees. On the surface, en-
terprises encourage voluntary behavior, but in fact, they form an involution behavior of 
"bidding for salary cut", encouraging employees to compete to provide lower-paid ser-
vices, leading to a general decline in employee treatment [1]. 

From the perspective of employees, this has caused a social dilemma similar to the 
prisoner's dilemma among employees: employees are unwilling to bear the loss of sal-
ary cut, but if they do not take the initiative to reduce their salaries, they may face the 
risk of being ignored by the leaders or even being laid off if other employees take the 
initiative to reduce their salaries; If all employees voluntarily reduce their salaries, they 
will avoid risks in the short term, but in the long run, they will cause a general decline  
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in wages and promote the degradation of the employment environment. Obviously, the 
situation that employees all choose "unwilling to reduce salary" not only guarantees the 
salary and avoids the risk of being laid off, which is undoubtedly a win-win situation 
for employees [2]. In order to reduce the behavior of enterprises sacrificing employees' 
interests to ensure operating efficiency, ensure employees' working treatment and pro-
tect the employment environment, this paper starts from this example and explores how 
to achieve a cooperative situation in which employees do not take the initiative to re-
duce their salaries from the perspective of repeated games based on previous research 
[3]. 

2 Game analysis 

2.1 Basic assumptions 

1. Suppose there are two players in the salary cut game: employee A and employee B; 
2. Players A and B have two options: A and B can submit a commitment letter of vol-

untary salary cut to the leaders after the leaders of the enterprise put forward the 
proposal of voluntary salary cut or do not give feedback; 

3. A, B two employees independently adopt strategies at the same time, without know-
ing each other's voluntary salary cut behavior, and both sides know the characteris-
tics, strategic space and payment function of other players.  

4. Payment by both sides (𝑢𝐴, 𝑢𝐵). As shown in Table 1: 

Table 1. Payoff of Player A&B 

A/B Salary cut No salary cut 
Salary cut （1,1） （3,0） 
No salary cut （0,3） （2,2） 

If both employees A and B voluntarily cut their salaries, they will both suffer the 
direct loss, but avoid the risk of being laid off, and the payoff will be 1; If one of A and 
B is willing to cut salary and the other isn’t, the one willing to reduce salary will be 
recognized and reused by the leaders, with a payoff of 3, while the one unwilling to cut 
salary will face the risk of not being reused or even being laid off, with a payoff of; If 
both A and B are unwilling to cut their salaries, both sides will avoid the risk of layoffs 
and the loss of salary cut, and ensure the employment quality of all employees, and the 
payoff will be 2, that is, a cooperative situation will be reached. 

2.2 Game Deduction 

There are different circumstances for enterprises to encourage salary cut: some enter-
prises intend to directly screen out a group of employees who have high salary require-
ments by encouraging salary cut, so they adopt the strategy of "cut or leave" and directly 
lay off employees who are unwilling to reduce their salaries, so the salary cut game is 
only played once; Some enterprises hope to reduce the overall labor cost by regularly 
encouraging salary cut, so they play the game of salary cut several times. The following 
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analysis will cover three situations: a one-time game, a finite repeated game, and an 
infinite repeated game. 

One-time game. 
If the enterprise directly adopts the strategy of "coorperate or leave", that is, when 

one party reduces salary and the other party does not reduce salary, the company will 
directly abolish the employees of the party that does not reduce salary, so it only plays 
a complete information static game. It is easy to determine that the Nash equilibrium is 
(salary cut, salary cut), i.e., (1,1) 

Finite repeated games. 
If the enterprise wants to reduce the overall labor cost through multiple rounds of 

"voluntary salary cut", it will play a limited number of repeated games for n times. This 
game is analyzed by backward induction[4]: in the nth game, the equilibrium is (salary 
cut, salary cut); Then in the (n-1)th game, both sides know that there is no cooperation 
opportunity in the future, and the other side will voluntarily reduce the salary to gain 
the recognition of the leaders. In order to avoid the risk of being laid off, they will still 
choose to reduce the salary. By analogy, the two sides will always choose (salary cut, 
salary cut), that is, they will not reach cooperation. The result is the same as that of one-
time game. 

The results of finite repeated games are in line with the expectation of "Chain Store 
Paradox"[5]: the equilibrium results of finite repeated games are exactly the same as 
those of one-time games. 

Infinite repeated games. 
If the enterprise wants to reduce the labor cost by encouraging employees to reduce 

their salary for a long time, and often encourages "bidding for salary cut", it will play 
an infinite number of repeated games. At this time, in order to achieve a cooperative 
situation between employees (no salary cut, no salary cut), it is necessary to put pressure 
on both sides to make long-term interests superior to short-term interests, and then pro-
mote the cooperation between A and B. In order to quantitatively analyze this game, 
the following assumptions are introduced: 

1. The players have the same discount factor α (the current benefit that people are will-
ing to pay to get one unit of the next benefit), 0<α<1; 

2. Everyone adopts a "Tigger Strategy"[6]: at first, both sides choose not to reduce their 
salary, that is, choose cooperation; Once one party chooses to reduce salary, it will 
always choose to reduce salary in the subsequent game, that is, choose confrontation. 

3. Both sides assume that the other side will not choose “no salary cut” first. 

Therefore, in order for both parties A and B to choose (no salary cut, no salary cut), 
for any player, the income from choosing to reduce salary in the t-times is less than that 
from choosing not to reduce salary in the t-th game. 
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Assuming that both parties A and B choose (no salary cut, no salary cut), A chooses 
to reduce salary in the t and subsequent games, and B chooses to reduce salary in the 
(t+1)th and subsequent games.  

For A: 
Before the t game, the payoff of each game is 2; 
The payoff of the t game is 3; 
After the t game, the payoff of each game is 1. 

• If A chooses “salary cut” in the t-th game, the payoff of A is: 

 W1 = 2 × (1 + α + α2+. . . . . . αt−2) + 3αt−1 + 1 × (αt + αt+1. . . . . . ) (1) 

 W1 = 2 ×
1−αt−1

1−α
+ 3αt−1 +

αt

1−α
 (2) 

In A’s assumption, B wouldn’t choose “salary cut” first, therefore, in the t-th game, 
the payoff of B is 0, the total payoff of B is: 

 W1
′ = W1 − 3αt−1 

 (3) 

• If A still chooses “no salary cut” in the t-th game, the total payoff is: 

 W2 = 2 × (1 + α + α2+. . . . . . αt−2) + 2αt−1 + 2 × (αt + αt+1. . . . . . ) (4) 

 W2 = 2 ×
1−αt−1

1−α
+ 2αt−1 + 2 ×

αt

1−α
 

 (5) 

The total payoff of B is: 

 W2
′ = W2 (6) 

However, in the actual game, both A and B have the same decision mechanism, 
which means that there are chances that A and B both choose “salary cut” in the t-th 
game. In this case, their total payoff is: 

 W3
′ = W3 = W1 − 2αt−1 (7) 

For either side of the game, the decision is only about whether to choose “salary 
cut” in the t-th game, choosing between W1 and W2 with different discount factor α. 
To sum up, for either side of the game, the total payoff in infinite repeated games de-
pend on their choice in the t-th game. The payoff is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Total Payoff of Player A&B in Infinite Repeated Games 

A/B Salary cut No salary cut 
Salary cut （W1 − 2αt−1, W1 − 2αt−1） （W1, W1 − 3αt−1） 
No salary cut （W1 − 3αt−1, W1） （W2, W2） 
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For A, the decision is only about choosing between W1and W2.  If A values long-
term payoff more, then W1 < W2, A will choose “no salary cut” in the t-th game. 

Make W1 < W2: 

 2 ×
1−αt−1

1−α
+ 3αt−1 +

αt

1−α
< 2 ×

1−αt−1

1−α
+ 2αt−1 + 2 ×

αt

1−α
 (8) 

 α>0.5 (9) 

It is known that when α>0.5, W1 < W2. At this time, both players will continue to 
choose (no salary cut, no salary cut). Therefore, when α>0.5, the trigger strategy is the 
sub-game refined Nash equilibrium of the salary cut problem, and the cooperative sit-
uation (no salary cut, no salary cut) is the equilibrium result of each stage. 

It can be seen that whether players can achieve cooperation in the salary cut game 
mainly depends on the discount factor, which shows that cooperation is difficult to 
achieve when employees pay more attention to short-term interests and are more will-
ing to obtain short-term recognition from leaders through salary cut; On the contrary, 
when employees pay more attention to protecting the long-term interests of the employ-
ment environment, they are more likely to reach cooperation, thus achieving a win-win 
situation. 

3 Conclusions and Suggestions 

The Labor Law of China clearly stipulates that if the wage of an employee who has 
signed a labor contract is reduced[7], the enterprise shall bear the burden of proof for 
this, rather than orally stating that the enterprise can reduce the wage under these cir-
cumstances, and must provide proof that the production and operation status of the en-
terprise and the situation at the time of signing the labor contract have changed[8]. More-
over, from a legal perspective, "voluntary salary cut" also indicating coercing employ-
ees in some way. 

Based on the analysis of the game model, it can be seen that, from the perspective of 
employees, when enterprises reduce operating costs by sacrificing employees' interests, 
in order to protect their reasonable rights and interests, employees should fully realize 
the importance of protecting the long-term interests of collective wages and salaries, so 
as to stand firm, refuse the involution of "competitive bidding for salary cut", restrain 
the decision-making mode of enterprises to cope with operational difficulties by sub-
tracting employees' interests, and seek better for the majority of employees. 

At the same time, from the perspective of enterprise decision-makers, when faced 
with huge operational difficulties, it can save labor costs to some extent by encouraging 
salary cut for a limited time; However, if we take encouraging salary cut as a regular 
way to reduce costs, employees may reach cooperation and resist together, and it will 
be difficult to take effect. In addition, enterprises' encouragement of salary cut may lead 
to adverse selection[9](lemon market) [10], prompting outstanding employees who do not 
accept salary cut to constantly change jobs, which is also a problem worthy of consid-
eration by enterprise decision makers. To sum up, enterprises should fully consider the 
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interests of employees, and the strategy of encouraging salary cut is not a long-term 
way to overcome the operational problem. 
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Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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